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Introduction

Associação Teatro Construção (ATC), is a private social security institution, with special

focus,  in  the  response  of  Children  (nursery,  kindergarten,  childhood,  FTA,  Study

Center,  Residential  Shelter  for  Children  and  Young  People),  senior  population

(residential care home for the elderly, home support service, Day Center) and disability

(activity and training centre for inclusion). 

The Intellectual Output 3 is a highly educational and social function game “type”, that

support the work of teachers, improving the soft skills of frail people. 

The involvement of frail  students in the Escape room allows them to develop skills

such as team work and problem solving.  At  the same time, it  will  enable different

transversal competences to be worked on. Those skills are very important to improve

the  chances  of  a  work  placement  and  social  inclusion.  This  is  important  because

employers are keen to have employees, who are not only competent in their job, but

who also have good soft skills.

The  aim  of  the  output  was  design  and  creat  a  space  for  logic  games  in  which

competitors will collaborate to solve the problems whit a limited time.  The escape

room has been designed with a difficulty that can be applied equally to the target

audience of the project: autistic young people, young people with learning difficulties

and young people with fewer opportunities.

The creation of didactic escape room

The  IO3  –  Didactic  Escape  Room  is  the  result  of  a  coordinated  effort  by  ATC

technicians. The working team included the director of ATC, two psychologists and a

teacher.  Other members of the pedagogical  staff were involved during the testing

phase of the escape room.

The development process starts whit this concept idea:

 since the industrial  era we learn to produce materials  almost without thinking by

doing the same movements or the same behavior in order to get one product. The

world change and that behavior it’s no longer what the companies and the youngster

need and want.  The  formative and social  function of  game “typology”  it  will  be  a
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possible answer to that need and a stimulus to the youngster’s development is natural

skills, without limited is imagination as well as reducing the anxiety and nervousness of

the formal learning process. Some studies have shown good results with the use of the

escape  room  in  the  classroom  for  the  acquisition  of  knowledge,  which  led  us  to

hypothesize  whether  it  would  be possible  to  apply  this  game methodology  to  the

acquisition and development of soft skills in the project's target group. 

The escape room is a place where multiples situations will occur and everything should

be logical, challenging and fun. Because of that, before we built, the room was tested

in small segments of the game to understand whether the riddles were fit for purpose.

The  last  was  the  implementation of  the Escape  Room has  a  tool  for  educate  and

develop skills in a safe and informal environment. In this fase the room was tested and

accepted by the project partners and the educational community.

The field experience

The WEAR project involved 3 countrys, Portugal, Italy and Germany and was tested by

the three operating organisations (IB Süd, LARISO and ATC) with their respective target

groups.

The  testing  phase  started  in  Portugal  with  the  teachers  and  staff  involved  in  the

Learning Activity, the escape room was then tested with the young people during the

implementation phase of the training module, approximately from January until July

2022. 

The escape room was tested by 30 students, 10 of each country, and the result was

very positive.

Students with less self-confidence were building that confidence in the course of the

game. It allowed to improve soft skills that the student had underdeveloped. It allowed

the student to realize that they will have better results if they use and develop their

soft skills. It allowed the student to realize that in their work placements not only their

technical  skills  are  important  but  also  their  soft  skills.   Students  who  were  less

motivated  to  participate,  were  motivated  by  the  possibility  of  using  the  space
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themselves  to  build  their  own  Escape  Room.  Students  aged  13-15  with  learning

difficulties  and  difficulties  socializing  with  their  partners,  in  an  informal  context,

behaved differently during the game, gaining confidence to talk and 'appear' within

their  groups.  "Did you see… I  discovered that  clue..."  new topic  of  conversation ˃

socialization.” In the end the students realize that team work is very important.

Regarding the space for the game, this can be created in a room or adapted to be

transported.

Conclusion

The development of  the escape room was a good challenge for  the staff involved.

During the whole process of  creating the room, several  students of  different ages,

teachers and educators were involved, which allowed the development of a room that

could be challenging for different generations.

At student level, the fact that it is a game where each discovery involves a small victory

and,  to  achieve  it  you  need  to  work  as  a  team,  allowed  students  with  greater

involvement difficulties and social anxiety to relax and develop these skills.

For the teachers it provided a means of observing and developing the soft skills of their

students, as well as understanding the needs of each one in different fields of skills.

Finally this room can be modified and adapted, allowing an observation of changes in

the students' soft skills over time.
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IO3: Escape Room
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Escape Room: ATC Office

To built this room its needed:

 Office desk;

 2 small table (diferent colors and characteristics);

 Shelves;

 Tv;

 Writting machine/ computer;

 Books, two of them with different characteristics (ex.colors/ tittle);

 Light whit enouth cable to make possible the switch be hiden far away from the

light;

 3 different looks (numbers, colors, keys…);

 3 boxs;

 1 Calendar;

 1 articular puppet;

 1 clock;

 1 radio;

 1 tradicional game (ex. X/0);

 2 Mug;

 1 Kettle;

 1 photo frame;

 Acetate sheet;

 Different decorations;
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Some Considerations:

The game starts outside the room and the first clue its important to understand the

rules and logic of the game. Go from simple to complex puzzles. 

To make the room interesting try to put the clues and solutions in diferente parts

of the room, for ex. the first clue is on the desk and the second is a little bit far on

the shelf. 

Challenge the player to discover, make them feel the need to find the next clue or

solve the next enigma. Create a variety of puzzles, in this specific case the players

found a coded message with images (▲◄●) but you can use also numbers, for ex.

1-20-3 ↔ 1=A; 20=T; 3=C ↔ ATC. The variety of puzzles and looks will make them

work has a team. The coded message could be bigger than the other clues, for that

use a photo frame with a photograph of something they relate to hide the clue, in

this specific case a group photo.

The light inside the TV is a “aha moment” is something unexpected and this is the

moment of the game who can make them ask for help, the clue number 12 most

be hiden just to help the players if they cant make the link from the TV to the book

(in this specific case). The boxs has two reasons, open boxes is fun and the other

reason, they must move them or take one from inside the other in order to open.

In  this  point  the  players  are  about  to  complet  the  mission,  the  moment  of

realization and happiness, the collection of all they did until this point, for that the

idea is to make them sit, grab the mug and make a toast as a simble gest of victory/

mission acomplished. Treasure is written on the bottom of the glass: "My greatest

treasure has always been my friends."

After the game is important to listen what they said about the game, and talk with

the players in order to understand their feelings, expectations, where they have

more difficulties etc…
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Observation Sheet

Students

Application and
adaptation of

knowledge
1) Focus attention

2) Logical thinking

3) Reading

4) Taking initiative

5)decision making

6) Problem solving

Ability to perform tasks 7) carry out group tasks

8) respect the chronology of 
tasks

9) lead / delegate tasks

10) Deal with responsibilities

11)Dealing with pressure

12)Dealing with crisis

Interpersonal
interactions and

relationships

13)Basic interpersonal 
interactions

15) Relationship with others

16) Communicate through 
speech

Communication 17) Communicate through 
non-verbal gestures

18) Talk

19) discuss

20) Appropriate tone of 
voice

21)Maintains body position

Mobility 22) Lift and carry objects

23) Use of fine motor skills

24) Moves without help

25) Use upper and lower 
limbs

26) Moves by carrying 
objects

27) Orientation in time

Cross-cutting fields 28) Orientation in space

29) Orientation to the 
person

30) Extroversion

31) Anxious/Nervous

32) Openness to experience

33) Optimism
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Score

4 Complete difficulty

3 Severe difficulty

2 Moderate difficulty

1 Mild difficulty

0 No Difficulty



34) Adequacy of emotion

35) Regulation of emotion

Objective

Solve the enigmas and find Vinícius treasure.

Rules

- Must work as a team;

- Read the hints outloud;

- Follow the clues in order (0 - 1 – 2 - …);

- Ask for help, to the game master, if needed;

- Have 20 min to find the treasure;

Everything has a solution and its ok to be wrong
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Sequence of clues to build the escape room
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1 – Enter the room as a team

2 – Search for the Glass Desk

3 - On the Glass Desk find the

next clue.

Vinícius’ Room
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4 –In my library; 5 – The “Catedral Del Mar”
you must find
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6 –My friends have hidden the

next clue... Find it!
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The game Tic-Tac-Toe may help to

solve the code.

7 – This code you must solve in order to be closer to my treasure.

 

     ●
What’s the 
colour?

___________________________

 Code + Colour =_________ ________________________
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● ▲ ▼ ► ◄
_______ A ________ ________ ________



8 –One of my favourite hobbies is

to listen to the Radio
9 –Find the hidden switch
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11 –What has changed in the

room?10 – Turn on the switch
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12 – In the room there’s an object

whose name showed up.
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13 – Open the lock. It’s the one

with my favourite colour.
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14 – My Articulate friend always

reminds me to update…
15 – My calendar
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16 – Open the safe
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17 –You’ve found my final safe!

18 –To open this special lock you

will have to discover:

Where time stood still the code

unveiled
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21 –A toast to you!

 

20 -Pour the water in the mug and

stir with a spoon. 

 

19 – To dissolve sugar, a liquid is

needed…
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